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Abstract: Cognitive radio has been proposed in order to promote spectrum utilization by exploiting the 

spectrum holes. Observing the spectrum resources can be matched to traffic demand of secondary users with the 

help of relay node. In this article a new research direction for cognitive radio networks by utilizing cooperative 

relay to assist transmission and improve communication efficiency.  Since wireless networks are characterized 

to have limited resources which are accessed by a large number of mobile towers with distinct capabilities. In 

such challenged environment the dynamic resource control is used to eliminate the limitations of wireless 

networks. Such augmented wireless resource usage can be incorporated based on cooperative relaying schemes, 

which have the capability to support the network lifetime and desired system performance. However, the 

introduction of cooperative relay raises several problems such as the relay selection issue and resource 

allocation. Due to the significant number of different cooperative relaying techniques, the aim of this survey is 

to provide a systematic and thorough analysis and classification of major relay selection procedures, and to 

identify research directions as well as the evaluation methods for an efficient analysis of different approaches. 

Keywords: cooperative relaying; relay selection;spectrum utilisation ; network lifetime 

 

I. Introduction 
Cognitive radio is an emerging technology for future radio networks [1, 2], which enables an 

unlicensed cognitive user to recognize or to sense the spectrum and access a spectrum hole that is a radio 

frequency band licensed to a primary user but not used by that user. As the number of wireless terminals 

increases, higher system capacity is needed to provide the required data rate levels. Although wireless networks 

provide easy connectivity and fast deployment, they also present low performance levels. The limited resource 

devices, shared medium and unstable wireless channels are the major limitation of wireless networks. Channel 

conditions in wireless networks are subjected to fading variations, mainly the interference that can affect both 

throughput and reliability. As a result, receivers may get multiple copies of the transmitted  signal, in which 

each of them are having travelled through a different path. Such multipath fading increases the number of errors 

in transmission, requiring additional re-transmissions that decrease the network throughput. The multipath 

fading effects can be eliminated by using cooperative communications, which aims to take advantage of 

wireless diversity to enhance efficiency levels. 

The application of cooperative communications include ad-hoc self organizing networks and vehicular 

networks, sensor networks and dynamic spectrum management. When nodes have intermittent access to a 

network infrastructure, technological challenges increase due to the presence of low data rate stations and in 

mobile scenarios. In the former case, low-data rate devices may grab the radio spectrum for long periods of time 

which may decrease the network performance. In such situation high-data rate devices act as relays, which help 

the low-data rate devices to release the spectrum earlier, contributing to increase the overall system 

performance. 

In this paper, the application of cooperative relaying, is focused to increase spectrum and power 

efficiency, network coverage and also to reduce outage probabilities. With the introduction of cooperative 

relaying, a special attention is required for relay selection since it has a strong impact on network and 

transmission performance. 

This article provides an analysis of relay selection procedures proposed in recent years. The goal is to 

identify the best relay selection mechanism to support the design of cooperative MACs. This survey includes the 

creation of a taxonomy and analysis of open research issues. 

 

II. Cognitive Radio 
Cognitive radio networks are an innovative approach to wireless engineering were radios are designed 

with an unprecedented level of utility and intelligence. This advanced technology enables radio devices to use 

spectrum in entirely new sophisticated ways. The ability of cognitive radios is to monitor, sense, and detect the 

conditions of their operating environment, and dynamically reconfigure their own characteristics for best 

performance. 
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Cognitive radios can identify potential impairments to communications for improving quality, like 

interference, path loss, shadowing and multipath fading. They ensure an optimized communications experience 

for users by adjusting their transmitting parameters, such as power output, frequency, and modulation. 

Conventional radios have been designed with the assumption of operating in a spectrum band which is 

interference free. Thus there was no requirement to enable these radios with the ability to change parameters or 

spectrum bands in response to interference. Cognitive radios have been engineered from the basic level function 

to challenging conditions. In conventional radios, spectrum that is not being used is identified by viewing the 

environment in detail and quickly tune to that frequency to transmit and/or receive signals. They have the ability 

to instantly find other spectrum if interference is detected on used frequency. 

Cognitive radio is a dynamically configurable device; it has the intelligence to respond to the 

surrounding radio frequency environment and is the key technology used to meet the requirements of the 

dynamic spectrum access. Cognitive radios are built on the software defined radio. These devices can achieve 

some requirements related to the spectrum sensing techniques through programming. It has the dynamic 

spectrum accessing capability (DSA). 

Cognitive radios are different from other radios by its intelligence of functioning. The functioning of 

this device  is categorized mainly in two phases 1) cognitive capability 2) Re-configurability by combining these 

two phases cognitive radio can work more efficiently and able to produce better performance. 

 

A. Some aspects of Cognitive Radio 

A.1. Cognitive Capability 
Cognitive radio keeps a real-time interaction with its radio frequency environment. This adaptive 

feature of cognitive radio is taking some additional tasks. It has to take temporal and spatial measurement of RF 

environment [1] and also  it should not make any interference free. By satisfying these requirements it has to 

select best spectrum. 

 

A.2. Re-configurability 

Re-configurability means the adaptability of cognitive radio according to the sudden change in the 

environment and ability to reconfigure its own parameters. 

Operating frequency: It has the ability to change its own operating frequency according to the user 

requirement. 

Modulation scheme: The modulation scheme must be changed by the cognitive radio depending upon the need 

of the user and the channel conditions. 

Transmission power: Cognitive radio operates within a permissible power limit, so that this power can be 

changed according to the nature of application. 

Thus Cognitive radio is an emerging technology to improve the wireless spectrum utilization. This 

allows a secondary user (SU) to access a licensed spectrum simultaneously with a primary user (PU)) as long as 

the interference from SU to PU is below a required threshold, i.e., the primary user’s QoS is not affected. Hence, 

the transmit power of SU should be controlled to satisfy a given primary user QoS. However, when the primary 

user QoS is very strict, lower transmit power is allowed for secondary transmissions and the secondary 

throughput is limited. Cooperative diversity has been incorporated with cognitive radio to compact fading effect 

and enhance channel throughput.  

 

III. Cooperative Relaying 
Cooperative relaying is a advanced technique for wireless communications which promises gain in 

throughput and energy efficiency. The basic idea is that a device transmits a data signal to a destination and a 

third device overhears this signal and relays the signal to the destination. Finally, the destination combines the 

two received signals in order to improve decoding. This concept gives rise to pure wireless self-organizing 

networks. It can be employed in various applications of networked embedded systems, traffic systems. Cars use 

it to communicate directly with each other and can exchange reports on accidents, traffic jams, and about bad 

road conditions.  

The devices cooperate to transmit signals over the environment and exploit a new, distributed form of 

spatial diversity that mitigates the negative effects of signal fading and interference. The task of relay selection 

is an important building block to realize cooperative relaying in practice. Devices located between sender and 

receiver must agree in a distributed manner so that it will act as relay and thus enhance wireless 

communication.  

 Most of the approach uses Markov chains to model and evaluate relaying protocols taking into account 

the achieved throughput, required energy and signaling traffic for communications. Cooperative relaying is 

important for industrial sensor networks. These networks require low-cost devices though highly reliable 

communication in heavy-cluttered environments. Cooperative relaying is a communication technique which 
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improves link reliability between communicating entities. Cooperative relaying is used to improve reliability of 

wireless communications in fading environments [1]–[2]. It enables a relay node to support point-to-point 

transmissions between two source and destination nodes. The relay overhears source transmissions and forwards 

the data to the destination. Such a technique enhances space-time diversity. Many aspects of cooperative 

relaying have been investigated in the past years such as capacity limits, channel coding techniques,  networking 

aspects and medium access protocols. 

The concept of cooperative diversity is a means to eliminate the effects of small scale fading and 

exploits alternative communication paths by getting help from other nodes in the vicinity of sender and receiver 

of a currently affected communication link. These other nodes act as relays, i.e., a temporarily elected wireless 

node that assists in forwarding information from a source to destination nodes. The information relayed will 

flow establish a communication path concurrent to the direct communication path from source to destination or 

to communication via other relays. The alternative path is uncorrelated from the fading effects on the direct 

transmission path due to the spatial and time diversity. 

 

The key scientific goals of cooperative relaying include the following: 

 Relay selection: What are the decision criteria? When, and by whom and how is relay selection done? 

 Cooperative MAC protocols:  How do cooperative relaying can be integrated   into a protocol stack? 

Thus cooperative relaying has great potential to assist communication pairs in wireless networks by 

eliminating the effects of multipath fading. The benefit of cooperative relaying rely on broadcast nature of 

wireless networks where several nodes overhear ongoing communication between source-destination pair. 

Therefore, a copy of packet can be retransmitted by neighbouring node that is overheard the direct transmission, 

even if a packet cannot be delivered to a destination due to impaired channel conditions.  

Relay selection is one of the main buildings blocks of cooperative relaying and commonly channel 

conditions of relay links are main selection criteria. The impact of choosing a given relay node on 

communication of surrounding nodes and overall network has to be taken into account. 

 

IV. Relay Selection Approaches 
Relay selection is one of the major building blocks of cooperative relaying and it is the main criteria are 

the channel condition of relay links. The impact of choosing a given relay node on communication of 

surrounding nodes as well as the overall network also needs to be taken into account is also considered 

necessary. 

The performance of cooperative relaying mainly depends on relay selection. The relay selection is 

mainly done once at network startup periodically at transmitting section. Many papers have been published 

based on different relay selection approaches.this paper gives a survey on relay selection approaches in 

cognitive radio networks. 

In [7], Shan et. al. proposed to group neighbouring nodes according to their helping ability which is 

expressed by resulting cooperative rate. Here a group of node is used for cooperation is determined by 

performing a series of contentions. Thus obtain optimal nodes in the group and from this the best relay is 

selected. The selection mechanism gets terminated when the required optimal relay is obtained. H. Shan et. al. 

proposed in [4] a medium access control(MAC) protocol based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 

Avoidance(CSMA/CA) that is included in cooperative relay selection.  

All previous relay selection approaches assume that relays are always needed. K.-S. Hwang et al. [6] 

proposes an opportunistic approach in which relay selection is only triggered by the destination when the 

estimated (by the destination) CSI is lower than a pre-defined threshold. This reduces energy consumption. 

However relay selection still relies on overhearing RTS and Clear-to-Send (CTS) frames, leading to an increase 

in the communication overhead, especially in multi-hop scenarios.  

In all previous approaches relays are selected in such a way that the relays do not know the channel 

information of other potential relays. Sources select either a direct transmission or the transmission through a 

relay by look-up into the local table. However, the relay selection is based on historical information and may not 

work in mobile environments.  

N. Marchenko et al. [12] proposed a method to select a relay selection based on spatial efficiency and 

channel conditions, which is achieved when the relay selection results in few additional transmissions being 

blocked. Although selecting relays closer to source reduces the probability of blocking other transmissions in 

terms of spatial efficiency, it decreases the benefits brought by spatial diversity. 

The use of nodal location information is beneficial in communication network protocols. Zorsi and Rao 

in [9] use location of nodes for forwarding data from source to destination in multihop networks. The 

forwarding node closer to destination is selected at each hop after transmission. Groups are built by nodes in the 

network according tto distance in destination. The group members participate in contention by receiving the 

message. 
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An analysis of relay selection procedures proposed in recent years in this article. The aim is to identify 

the most suitable relay selection mechanism to support the design of cooperative MACs and cooperative routing 

mechanisms. This study involves the performance analysis of the most prominent proposals and the creation of 

taxonomy. This article ends with an analysis of open research issues. 

In what concerns relay selection mechanisms, the basic mechanism proposed in [10] defines an 

opportunistic behavior in which overhearing nodes estimate their Channel State Information based on which 

they set a timer such that nodes with better channel conditions broadcast first their qualification as relays, or 

even data to be relayed. Another simple proposal [11] uses the measured Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR), the 

overhearing nodes send out a busy-tone (the relay with best channel conditions sends longer busy tone). Such 

mechanisms present a high probability of collisions. The opportunistic relaying has been modified aiming to 

increase its efficiency [4], [5], [6].  

Tao Jing et. al. [1] proposed an optimal stopping theory for cooperative relay selection. As the number 

of secondary users may be large it is infeasible to scan all candidate relays, thus optimal stopping rule is applied 

early enough to avoid scanning all the relays. Here an optimal observation sequence is also considered based on 

decreasing order of data rate.  Thus the problem of relay selection is carried out i.e., how to efficiently find an 

appropriate relay that can satisfy primary transmitter’s quality of service. 

 

V. Taxonomy of Relay Selection 
The major challenge in cooperative relaying is to select a node, or set of nodes, which can effectively 

enhance data transmission. Since most of the current schemes envision operation under a single AP, there 

should be careful relay selection mechanisms definition which think about large networks. One of the reason is 

unsuitable performance of chain relaying processes along multiple hops. Other  reason in the impact that one 

relay may have on concurrent transmissions. 

Selection criteria are the first aspect that needs to be considered when analyzing relay selection 

mechanisms. As seen in section IV, the most common in the literature are parameters like CSI, SNR and PER. 

Since such parameters need to be measured in sender-relay and relay-receiver links, relay selection may require 

the exchange of meta-data, usually transported using RTS and CTS frames. 

The overall network is the second aspect. Normally relays are selected to improve the performance of a 

source-destination communication (e.g. [2], [9]), but no consideration is taken about the impact over the overall 

network capacity. Such behavior leads to higher probability of transmission blocking and interference. 

For a better understanding of the utility of current relay selection approaches, they are classified based 

on the time of selection (three classes) and level of interaction (two levels), as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Relay selection taxonomy 

 

Based on the time of selection, the following are the three categories: 

 Group selection, in which relay selection occurs before transmission which aims to achieve certain pre-

defined performance level. 

 Proactive selection, in which relay selection is carried out by the source, the destination, or the relay itself at 

transmission time. 

 On-demand selection, in which relay selection is carried out when needed, namely when direct channel 

conditions decrease below a pre-defined threshold. 

 

Based on the level of interaction, relay selection mechanisms are grouped into two categories: 

 Opportunistic Relay Selection, here based on the information that it has about the network each potential 

relay decides about forwarding packets. This may lead to a high probability of selecting more than one relay 

whose transmissions will compete for the wireless medium. 
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 Cooperative Relay Selection, process encompasses two phases: In the first phase relays broadcast 

acceptance to relay and local information that will be useful for relay selection. Such information is 

overheard by other nodes, which participate in the selection of one or more relays in a second phase. One of 

the drawbacks of cooperative relay selection is the lack of synchronization between the two operational 

phases. As a consequence, the packet relaying will not occur if a node that was selected as relay is not 

available when transmission is required, due to mobility or lack of energy. 

For a better understanding of the existing relay selection proposals, seven types of relay selection 

approaches are analyzed, being the classification based on the taxonomy presented in section III (Figure 2). This 

survey is helpful to identify similarities among existing proposals, supporting the decision about the relay 

selection methods that better suits novel cooperative relaying proposals. 

 

 
Figure 2. Classification of Relay Selection Approaches 

 

Based on the figure 2, the basic opportunistic relay selection scheme is based on local measurements. 

Many other approaches aim to eliminate the limitations of measurement-based relay selection, by minimizing 

the overall transmission power which is by, performance-based relay selection and the channel estimation 

overhead which is done through threshold-based relay selection. The three approaches mentioned here are 

opportunistic and follow a proactive selection approach, which means that a relay is always selected. The 

adaptive relay selection which is also an on-demand selection category follows a different technique, in which 

only if needed the relay selection procedure is triggered. 

 The exchange of information is required for the cooperative relay selection procedures among the 

involved communication nodes. In this case two categories are identified. One that leads to the selection of a 

controlled number of relays based on information kept by the source, called table-based relay selection and a 

second category that leads to the selection of a set of a variable number of relays called contention-based relay 

selection. In this case by making use of the contention windows competition among relays may be reduced. 

All mentioned relay selection approaches consider transmissions over a direct source destination link 

only. This assumption will restrict the scenarios over which cooperative relaying may be used. To expand the 

utility of cooperative relaying to multi-hop networks an extra category called multi-hop relay selection is 

considered in which relays may also help source-destination communications even when such communications 

have to go other an intermediary nodes. 

 

A. Measurement-based Relay Selection 

Measurement-based relay selection approaches are characterized with no topology information, and is 

based only on local measurements of instantaneous channel conditions. The opportunistic relaying approach 

proposed by A. Bletsas et al. [2]. Shan et al. [3] is another example. 

In general the operation of measurement-based selection approaches is as follows: each potential relay 

estimates channel conditions (CSI in case of [2]) of source-relay and relay destination channels by using Ready 

To Send and Clear To Send signaling. CSI estimation is based on fading amplitudes between source-relay and 

relay-destination and on the required performance of the source-relay-destination channel. Each relay sets a 

transmission timer to an inverse value to the estimated CSI value after CSI estimation . The timer with the best 

suitable CSI ceases earlier, qualifying that device as relay. When the devices in listening mode overhear a short 

duration packet sent by the qualified relay, it will back off as soon as possible. The qualified relay may request 

the destination to notify all the other potential relays about its transmission to avoid the case of “hidden” relays. 

Measurement-based approaches  select the best relay among N devices, and for this they may require 

2N channel state estimations, which is in the same complexity order as conventional Distributed Space-Time 
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Coding (DSTC) algorithms [15]. DSTC algorithms in order to support complex signal processing at receiver 

require significant modifications of hardware. 

 

B. Performance-based Relay Selection 

The performance-based selection approaches rely on performance criteria mainly on delay and energy 

efficiency. It is done to select the most suitable relay, aiming to optimize measurement-based approaches. The 

examples of performance-based relay selection are the approaches proposed in [5] and [7].  

In general the operation of performance-based selection approaches is as follows: The sources transmit 

their required performance level in  first phase , and  all potential relays estimates their channel conditions as 

well as performance level in second phase. However, estimation overhead may bring some limitations to 

performance-based approaches, and the transmission may still occur over the direct link if the performance 

conditions are not met. 

 

C. Threshold-based Relay Selection 

The threshold-based approaches rely on a certain threshold to reduce the number of competing relays, 

and thus reduce the overhead of channel estimations. This category of relay selection can follow any category of 

interaction (c.f. Figure 1). The relay selection involves mainly two phases. In general the operation of threshold-

based selection approaches is as follows: each neighbor compares the quality of signal it received from the 

source with a threshold such as SNR (in case of [4]) or BER (in case of [8]) in first phase. Only relays which 

satisfies the threshold requirements will enter into relay selection according to the algorithm in second phase. 

For instance, the node with the maximum lower value of the SNR in the source relay and relay-destination links 

is selected as a relay in [4]. 

 

D. Adaptive Relay Selection 

The PER of the link from source to destination may decrease due to variations on channel conditions in 

a way that relaying over a helping node is not needed. Adaptive relay selection approaches perform relay 

selection only if relaying is needed with high probability. An example of adaptive relay selection is Adam et al. 

[24].  In general the operation of adaptive relay selection approaches is as follows: in a first phase the 

destination compares the quality of received signal with a pre-defined threshold. If the quality of received signal 

is below the specified threshold, then the relay selection process is triggered. In case of the Adam et al. [24] 

relay is chosen similar to basic opportunistic approach proposed in [2]. The adaptive schemes should address the 

transmission collision problem and more advantage of spatial diversity should be obtained. Moreover, 

thresholds at destination should be optimal to guarantee fast reaction to channel variations. 

 

E. Table-based Relay Selection 

The table-based approaches follow a cooperative relay selection process aiming to decrease relay 

selection impact on transmission time. In general the operation of table-based approaches such as CODE and 

CoopMAC  is as follows: sources keep CSI information of the links between themselves and potential relays as 

well as of the links from potential relays and each potential destination. Using RTS/CTS frames as well as 

information collected from overheard   transmissions the CSI information is gathered. Relays are selected by 

looking up in a table by the source. A node is selected as relay if the transmission time over the direct link to a 

destination is higher than the sum of the transmission time over the source relay and relay-destination links. The 

major difference between CoopMAC and CODE is that with the latter, a source selects two relays with latest 

feedback time, forming a cooperative diamond. Here the  usage of RTS-CTS frames is also different. Code 

proposes the cooperative-RTS signal which is sent by the source to the relays and by the latter to the destination 

to show their acceptance to cooperate. If the destination finds that such cooperation is beneficial via both relays, 

it sends a cooperative- CTS signal to the source. Table-based approaches present degradation problems in the 

presence of moving nodes. Another problem with this category is the periodic broadcast and extra handshaking 

signals which can limit the communication efficiency. 

 

F. Multi-Hop Relay Selection 

The most common relaying approach in the literature is to select a relay to help a transmission from a 

sender to a destination over a poor  direct wireless link. In case of  multi-hop networks, this method requires the 

repetition of the relay selection procedure for each hop from sender to destination. However, the network 

capacity is reduced by such hop-wise cooperation. One solution is to select relays that can help more than one 

link simultaneously Lichte et al. [7], Adam et al. [24]. Such higher diversity is not possible to obtain with 

802.11 MAC protocols as they are not aware of following hops. In general the multi-hop relay selection 

approaches operation is as follows: routing information is accessed by potential relays creating a limited image 

of the network beyond the adjacent wireless links. By overhearing transmissions over the identified network, 
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potential relays decide to relay overheard information to potential destinations, even in the absence of a direct 

link between the source and destination. This means that relays may have received the information to be relayed 

directly from the source or from other relays or intermediary nodes. In multi-hop relay selection, the destination 

node will receive more than two independent signals of the same packet. This extra spatial diversity increases 

performance and robustness. However, the cost to pay is the extra network overhead to transmit redundant 

information will not be updated with the frequency required to react in environments with mobile devices. 

 

VI. Observations and Open Research Issues 
From the realized study given above, two strong observations can be made: i) all approaches assume 

small networks, static devices with high probability or a direct source-destination link usage, and the need to use 

always one relay; ii) there is no single approach and  both transmission and network performance presents the 

good behavior. Here approaches try to increase network lifetime or transmission throughput. Multi-hop relay 

selection approaches are one exception. However, performance of multi-hop approaches depends upon the 

existence of link-state routing. The mentioned observations lead to the identification of two important research 

issues: i) achieve a good balance between transmission throughput and network lifetime; ii) improve the 

capacity of large mobile networks. Before investigating suitable solutions to achieve a good balance between 

network lifetime and transmission throughput, following question has to be answered: when do there is really a 

need to use cooperative relaying? To answer this question the network lifetime and transmission throughput 

achieved that take advantage of cooperative relaying have to be compared  and by techniques that take 

advantage of time diversity over the direct link. The CSI accuracy levels can be ensured in relation to different 

levels of channel variation in order to devise a cooperative relay solution which is able to obtain a good balance 

between network lifetime and transmission throughput. Moreover, although all analyzed approaches make use 

of RTS/CTS mechanism, it would be important to investigate approaches related to RTS/CTS, aiming to reduce 

overhead.  

In order to investigate the most suitable solutions to improve the capacity of large mobile networks, 

two basic assumptions are taken: i) mostly devices are mobile; ii) connectivity may be intermittent. The majority 

of the analyzed approaches assume situations where nodes are static and so that it is not difficult to select a 

direct link between source and destination. In the case of scenarios with multiple hops between source and 

destination, it is better to exploit the multi-hop relay selection, namely trying to identify the most suitable 

relay/hops ratio. The current multi-hop relay selection approaches rely on link-state routing information, which 

means that they are not suitable for scenarios with intermittent connectivity. Hence the investigation of the 

usage of multi-hop relay selection in the presence of opportunistic routing is an important research topic. 

 

VII. Future Direction On Relay Selection 
The observations obtained from the previous section indicate that cooperation provide benefits to the 

operation of wireless networks but its usage over large networks causes undesirable levels of overhead and 

complexity. The undesirability is mainly due to the number of channel estimations, while the overhead is mainly 

due to the multiple copies of informations and feedback signals. 

 

 
Figure 3. Multihop relay Rm 

 

The complexity may increase in mobile scenarios   due to the number of times relay selection must be 

performed due to frequent link degradation. The waiting for optimal relay to assist one transmission degrades 

the overall performance of the network and decreases its capacity. The presence of dense networks will also 

bring performance degradation, due to the high interference levels. Here the interference caused by relay 

transmissions will be, in the best case is directly proportional to the relay degree. The situation will get worse in 

the presence of multi-hop networks, where the usage of hop by-hop cooperation will increase the network cost. 

Figure 3 shows that by wisely selecting a relay to assist several transmissions in a multi-hop scenario (Rm) and 

can reduce the number of relays (Rm, m= 1,2,3) and consequently the number of transmissions. 
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A. Opportunistic-Cooperative Relay Selection 

A major conclusion of investigation is that to avoid extra overhead and complexity, relays should be 

selected with limited feedback in a distributed manner and by computing just local parameters. In addition inter-

relay cooperation should be taken into account in order to improve spatial reuse, but cooperation and exchange 

of information produces overhead and energy consumption. So that the usages of opportunistic relay selection 

schemes is a good choice in a collision free environment. But in a realistic scenario, scheduling and priorities 

are important to consider, which provide some cooperation level that needs to be taken into account. 

Once a node or set of nodes are selected as a relay, they should cooperate with the source, destination 

or even with other selected relays dynamically, in order to achieve better results with varying network 

conditions. This will give rise to a new level of interaction called “Opportunistic-Cooperative Relay Selection”, 

where multiple relays may have different priorities. 

 

B.  Evaluation Parameters 

To limit communication overhead, mainly in large networks, it is important to investigate the 

intelligent usage of threshold over local variables, as they can filter out poor relays as well as unwanted 

transmissions. Based on the type of thresholds, they should be adaptive to cope with the varying nature of 

networks. 

The previous work uses parameters such as local variables such as SNR, BER, CSI [21]. Since these 

are very unstable parameters, the usage of energy levels, interference level and stability is considered. Node 

degree and queuing delay are examples of parameters  that can be used to estimate the interference level, 

without using physical layer measurements. Energy is an important parameter, mainly in battery constraint 

networks. The last parameter, stability, is very most important and has not been considered by any prior work. 

Stability is the measure of mobility, and can be obtained by estimating pause time or link duration. The 

more stable nodes are, the more suitable are they to operate and relays. So, investigation lead to the conclusion 

that the most suitable relay selection scheme for large scale networks is devised by using local parameters such 

as  SNR, BER and CSI parameters. 

 

VIII. Summary and Conclusion 
This article provides an analysis of relay selection approaches for wireless cooperative networks, since 

a poor selection can degrade the performance of the overall network. A  taxonomy for the evaluation of relay 

selection approaches, and an analysis of their performance. Some observations which are provided about topics 

that need to be further analyzed to devise cooperative relaying systems able to optimize concurrent 

communications in huge networks composed of mobile stations. Based on a systematic  and thorough analysis 

of relay selection approaches the initial conclusions are of three-fold: i) to achieve a good balance between the 

performance of individual transmissions and performance of the overall network relay selection should support 

the systems; ii) relays should be selected based on stable parameters like signal to-noise ratio or packet error 

rate, the usual channel state should be avoided; iii) multi-hop scenarios as well as scenarios with mobile nodes 

should be supported with good relay selection schemes. The usage of such cooperative relay selection scheme 

will provide the needed distributed intelligent to support relaying over large networks. 
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